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Measuring coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM)
holds advantage over dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
determination, as it can be remotely estimated unlike
the latter, for which it can potentially act as a proxy.
The CDOM absorbance, by definition, falls exponentially with wavelength of light ( ) in the ultravioletvisible region. Investigating over 800 absorption spectra of water samples from the tropical monsoonal
Godavari estuary and the Chilika brackish water
lagoon, we found that the spectral slope (S) of the 330–
440 nm region (S330–440) is best suited to retrieve
CDOM and its exponential character.
Keywords: CDOM, Chilika lagoon, Godavari estuary,
spectral slope, S330–440, UV-visible absorbance.
COLOURED (or chromophoric) dissolved organic matter
(CDOM) is the optically active fraction of DOM 1. The
CDOM measurement is credited as an alternative means
of quantifying dissolved organic carbon, although the
conversion equations are region-specific 2–7. The ease of
CDOM measurement in terms of absorption coefficient
(or absorbance) in the UV-visible region of electromagnetic radiation provides an advantage in the study of the
cycling of DOM. The source, structure and interactions in
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the environment of CDOM 1,5 as well as its role in chlorophyll retrieval by remote sensing satellites 8 have been
subjects of extensive studies.
CDOM has been found to obey the inverse exponential
law, A() = k  exp(–s), according to which the absorbance A() falls exponentially on proceeding from shorter
towards longer wavelength ( )9,10. The coefficient k is the
amplitude term representing the concentration and the
exponent term S is the spectral slope which indicates the
nature of CDOM. This equation, in the form A() =
A(0)*exp(–s( – 0)) where 0 is a reference wavelength,
is customarily used by remote sensing satellites for
retrieval of CDOM at desired wavelengths from data at
select wavelengths, e.g. 412, 440 (or 443) or 480 nm,
which are channels that satellite sensors are often
equipped with.
The value of S calculated from commonly used and
so-called single exponential model (SEM) 11,12 of spectral
absorbance (or absorption coefficient) used in CDOM
retrieval is 0.014 nm–1 for ocean water 13 and 0.016 nm–1
for river water 14. The average slope of different ecosystems has been found to vary widely between ca. 0.010
(ref. 15) and 0.023 nm–1 (ref. 16), and the actual values
can range between 0.005 and 0.040 nm–1. The chemical
factors influencing S are molecular weight, aromaticity
and presence of specific light absorbing compounds such
as quinones1,8,17. In tropical monsoonal estuaries in which
river water flow can vary from nil during summer to flood
scale during monsoon season, the in situ and terrestrial
fluxes of CDOM can oscillate between extremes, and
hence the abiogenic, e.g. sorptive and photochemical processes and biogenic, e.g. bacterial and metabolic processes magnify the complexity of the CDOM absorption
spectra1,8.
CDOM values calculated from slope values can vary
widely. The increase in slope from 0.01 to 0.023 nm–1
will lower the CDOM estimate to less than a third at
550 nm using 440 nm as the reference wavelength. In the
frequently reported S range ca. 0.012–0.018 nm–1, CDOM
is underestimated by 75%. This implies that the usual
practice of adopting the average S for an ecosystem even
as it is widely variable within the ecosystem in algorithms of remote sensors is fraught with built-in errors.
Precise determination of S is an essential requirement for
accurate estimate of CDOM. Ideally, it would be desirable to eliminate S in CDOM calculations.
Deviations from the ideal exponential curve of CDOM
occur mainly due to peaks in specific regions of the absorption spectrum, e.g. the 260–280 nm peak, due to protein and/or humic structural moieties in the source DOM,
and during DOM alteration. If in the CDOM absorption
curve, a sufficiently broad region occurs which is (relatively) least affected by these processes, the S of this
spectral region would approximate the CDOM exponential character better than any other region. And if this S is
related to CDOM outside the region, then that S-CDOM
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model relationship can be used to predict CDOM at
desired wavelengths.
Our objectives were to (i) identify a spectral region
that in most samples (spectra) is free from absorption
peaks/shoulders and compute S for this region, (ii) identify a wavelength or group of wavelengths at which the
CDOM is best related to S, and (iii) derive CDOM at
other wavelengths for possible application in satellite
remote sensing. The study is based on long-term sampling in contrasting estuaries for a wider application.
Over 800 water samples were collected during six
years from a large tropical (Godavari) estuary and a year
in an organic-rich coastal (Chilika) lagoon which behaves
like an estuary.
Among the global rivers, the Godavari ranks 34th and
32nd in catchment area (310  103 sq. km) and water
discharge (105 km3) respectively18,19. It is a monsoonal
river, and 75% of its discharge takes place during the 4month period from July to October (monsoon period).
During other months (non-monsoon period), the influx is
allowed to accumulate in the reservoir so that the stored
water is available for release into the irrigation canals of
the intensively cultivated deltaic plain. Its estuarine complex covers an area of 330 sq. km. The Gautami–Godavari
that flows towards the east is larger than the south flo wing Vasishtha Godavari estuary. The Gautami–Godavari
estuary was sampled at four stations (Supplementary Figure 1 a) during 2010–2016. Station 1 is the upper estuary
(UE) (water depth, 10 m), and stations 2–4 constitute the
lower estuary (LE) (15, 5, 5 m respectively). Thirty four
field campaigns (Supplementary Figure 1 b) were conducted during which water samples were collected at surface, 5, 10 and 15 m depths, yielding 11 samples per
campaign, i.e. 374 samples in all.
The Chilika is a shallow (depth, 1–3 metres) brackish
water lagoon with estuarine character connected to the
Bay of Bengal through a narrow mouth, and fed by
a large number of monsoonal rivers (Supplementary Figure 1 c)20. It is the second largest lagoon globally and its
water spread extends over 1150 sq. km during peak monsoon when the rivers are in flood. During summer, the area reduces to 900 sq. km and the salinity increases in the
outer channel (Supplementary Figure 1 c) to oceanic or
even higher values due to the prevalent evaporative condition. Due to its unique ecosystem, it is a protected wetland under the Ramsar Convention, 1981. For some time
the lagoon was included in the threatened ‘Montreux’
record but was later (in the year 2002) removed from this
list due to the conservational efforts of the Government.
Water samples were collected at surface for one year during 12 monthly campaigns at 36 stations (432 samples in
all).
Seawater samples were collected using 5 litre Niskin
bottle on mechanized vessels. A Seabird CTD was used
for onboard measurements. Water samples (100 ml each)
were drawn for CDOM measurement from the Niskin
1763
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of A( ) and S330–440 at 550 nm: a, Godavari estuary (samples with nitrate <30 and >30 M are shown as
circles and squares respectively); b, Chilika lagoon (highest nitrate encountered was 30 M).

bottle into pre-cleaned (with chromic acid) and precombusted (450C, 3 h) amber coloured glass bottles with
teflon cap followed by preservation in an ice box (4C).
The ice box was transported to the laboratory within 3–6
hours of collection. In the laboratory, the samples were
first equilibrated to room temperature (22  1C) and filtered in dim light through 0.22 m millipore polycarbonate membrane filters. The filters were soaked in
milliQ water for 5 min just before filtration. Allowing an
uniform equilibration time of 15 minutes, the absorbance
of filtered samples was measured. Typically, the CDOM
spectral measurements were completed within 6–12 h of
sample collection.
Absorbance spectra of the nearly 800 samples were
obtained between 200 and 800 nm at 1 nm intervals on
Shimadzu UV-Visible 1800 spectrophotometer using
10 cm path length quartz cells and using milliQ (organic
free) water as reference. In all samples, the optical density
at 700 nm, A(700) was low (0.0000  0.0010); however
for the sake of uniformity, spectral correction was made
by nulling A(700) 21. Spectral slope, S was calculated by
nonlinear exponential curve fit of absorbance on wavelength12 for different spectral regions including the
regions of 330–440, 300–500 and 275–295 nm. Further
details of precautions and the accuracy of measurement
of CDOM are given in our other studies 22–24.
Detailed examination by magnifying spectral regions
of CDOM absorption spectra revealed peaks or shoulders
in some spectra at 200–220 nm, sharp, 255–295 nm,
broad, and in a few samples 360–390 nm, broad
(Supplementary Figure 2). By repeated exponential curve
fitting of different spectral ranges, a spectral region was
identified in which >95% of samples produced an exponential fit of the CDOM absorbance (A) on  with the
coefficient of determination (R2) approaching unity. This
was the 330–440 nm region. At  < 330 nm, the
peaks/shoulders at ~270 nm and ~220 nm distorted the
slope and thereby decreased its statistical significance. At
1764

 > 440 nm, the absorbance in quite a few samples was so
low that the measurement accuracy decreased, which also
decreased the significance of the slope.
The spectral slope (S330–440) was calculated using the
SEM procedure in an excel sheet. The S330–440 ranged
between –0.0052 and –0.0215 (average  standard deviation = 0.0152  0.0027 nm–1) in the estuary and between
–0.0066 and –0.0223 nm–1 (–0.0179  –0.0017) in the lagoon. It was related to CDOM absorbance in the visible
region ca 550 nm (Figure 1). The strength of the A()–
S330–440 (linear) relationship, measured as R2 was high in
the visible ranges of 540–600 nm in the Godavari estuary
and 550–650 nm in the lagoon (Figure 2).
Repeating correlation analysis on the data of other
spectral ranges did not produce results of comparable
statistical confidence levels as with the 330–440 nm
range. The cases of the wider 300–500 nm range (S300–500)
and narrower 275–295 nm (S275–295) were considered for
comparison with S330–440. In the estuary and the lagoon,
the S275–295 was highly scattered against S330–440 (figure not
shown). The S300–500 did follow a linear trend against S330–440
producing significant fits of S330–440 = 0.8445  S300–500–
0.0024 (R2 = 0.95, n = 370) for the estuary, and S330–440 =
0.8445  S300–500 – 0.0029 (R2 = 0.94, n = 430) for the
lagoon (Supplementary Figure 3 a, b). The two slopes are
identical at 0.0155 nm–1 in the estuary and at 0.0188 nm–1
in the lagoon (Supplementary Figure 3 c). However, significant deviations occurred at other spectral slopes,
which undermined the spectral slope – A() relationships.
By using S330–440, the model spectra were calculated.
Two methods of computing the model spectra were
adopted: (i) The coefficient model: The A() was initially
plotted on  in the 330–440 nm region, and the (exponential) regression parameters thereof noted. The exponent
term which represents the spectral slope (S330–440) was in
turn related to the coefficient (k) of the regression procedure through another highly significant (P < 0.0001) relationship (Supplementary Figure 4). As k can now be
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 8, 25 APRIL 2018
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of R2 of the A( )-S330–440 relationship and wavelength (  ) as an indicator of the strength of the relationship: a, Godavari estuary; b, Chilika lagoon. The  at which best significance occurs is around 550 nm.

Figure 3. Residual (actual–model) spectra. The model spectra were calculated from S330–440 by (a)
equation A( ) = k.exp(–s ) (coefficient model) for Godavari estuary on 19 May 2011 and also by,
A( ) = A( 0)  exp(–s( –  0)) (RefLambda model) where the reference wavelength ( 0) was 440 nm on
2011, (c) as in (a) and (b) during monsoon (September 2011, St. 8) and (d) non-monsoon (May 2012,
the Chilika lagoon.

expressed in terms of S in the equation A() = ke–s, the
model spectrum can be calculated. (ii) Reflambda model:
In the equation A() = A(0)  exp(–s( – 0)), A(440)
was used as the reference, and the model spectrum calculated. The choice of 440 nm was because of its extensive
use in remote sensing studies.
The residual spectra were calculated by subtracting the
model spectra from the observed spectra, and they conCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 8, 25 APRIL 2018

using the
(b) using
6 January
St. 10) in

tained peaks which were not apparent in the original
spectra (Figure 3). In particular, a prominent peak
appeared at ~270 nm.
Phytoplankton, plants, bacteria, higher organisms, soil,
aerosol, etc. contribute CDOM to various degrees in the
hydrosphere1,5. Further, CDOM is in a state of continuous
construction to larger, more condensed structures as well
as degradation by enzymatic, bacterial and photochemical
1765
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processes to smaller molecules. Accordingly, the CDOM
absorption (and fluorescence) properties and shapes of
the UV-visible spectra of natural waters (CDOM), and
the spectral slopes vary significantly 1,5. In the UV region,
besides CDOM, inorganic species, e.g. nitrate, nitrite,
Fe(II) and Cr(VI) also have absorptions. In particular, the
intense peak at 200–220 nm is attributed to nitrate, and its
intensity (A(220)) used for the estimation of nitrate 25.
The peaks at ~270 nm and 365 nm are attributed to
CDOM in natural waters1,5, in phytoplankton cultures 26
and during macroalgae degradation 27.
Spectral slope has been calculated for different wavelength ranges as reviewed in Helms et al.28 and Loiselle
et al. 29, the underlying assumption being that the spectrum is exactly exponential over the spectral range(s)
considered11. A broader range, e.g. 300–700 nm region
reveals the average structure of CDOM 1 while narrower
ranges such as 275–295 nm, 350–400 nm (ref. 28) and the
20 nm band over the entire absorption spectrum producing what is known as the ‘spectral slope curve’29, help
gain insight into specific structural moieties in the
CDOM polymeric structure. The CDOM is (inversely) related to S (refs 1, 5) but the relationship has not been
constrained for broader application. The S330–440 appears
better suited to capture both the CDOM parameters of its
structure and concentration. The 110 nm range for the
slope calculation is between the broader range of 200 nm
in the case of S 300–500 (and 400 nm in the case of S 300–700)
and the narrower range of 20 nm in the case of S275–295
(and 50 nm in the case of S350–400).
It has been suggested 11 that the deviations from the
SEM could be accounted for with better statistical significance by considering alternative models of CDOM spectra. However, these models introduce non-descript,
sample-specific elements such as variable exponential
behaviour and regression constants that are difficult to
parameterize. Modelling via S330–440 offers a simpler
alternative without compromising on the exponential
character of CDOM spectra. In most spectra (~95% of
samples), the ~365 nm peak (shoulder) is either nonexistent or weak and did not cause the exponential character of the 330–440 nm region to significantly deviate.
The influence of the ~270 nm peak ceased at and beyond
330 nm, and at  > 440 nm, the CDOM absorbance was
too low in some samples either due to low levels of
source CDOM or due to preferential photo-induced loss
or blue shifted CDOM products 11,30.
Massiotte and Markager 31 performed Gaussian modelling of the CDOM absorption spectra after removing the
peaks, by an iterative procedure until the fall of absorbance with wavelength obeyed the exponential law. The
residual spectra consisting of these peaks are then the
unaccounted deviations of the modelling procedure (figure
2 c, d in Massicotte and Markager 31). The residual spectra
shown in Figure 3 are similar to and agree with the residual spectra based on Gaussian modelling of Massicotte
1766

and Markager31. The S330–440 is a simpler alternative to
construct the model spectra and identify the spectral absorptions of the coloured components that accompany or
are part of the chemically complex CDOM. Since S330–440
can be constrained in terms of A(550) as shown (Figure
1), the model spectra were then computed from the equation: A() = A(550)  exp(550 – ){p ln A(550) + q} where
p is the coefficient term and q is the constant term in the
logarithmic equation between A(550) and S330–440.
Several factors restrict the constraining of CDOM and
its spectral slope. They include (i) lack of statistical confidence in the CDOM-spectral slope relationship, (ii) for
no consensus several spectral ranges that have been used
in studies for the calculation of S and (iii) the lack of statistical confidence of the single exponential model fit of
CDOM on wavelength. The S330–440 proposed in this study
appears to overcome these issues and constrain CDOM
better. The effect of inorganic components such as nitrate
is minimal in this region. CDOM at ~550 nm can be used
as reference to derive CDOM at desired  from the exponential equation. The model constants are unique for each
estuary. Further study is being done to test the applicability of the model elements to more estuaries, and within
an estuary, to investigate spatio-temporal factors.
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Impact of elevated CO2 on Oryza sativa
phenology and brown planthopper,
Nilaparvata lugens (Hemiptera:
Delphacidae) population
G. Guru-Pirasanna-Pandi1,3,*,
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The impact of elevated CO 2 (570  25 ppm) on brown
planthopper, Nilaparvata lugens (Stål) and Pusa
Basmati 1401 rice in comparison to ambient CO 2 was
studied in open top chambers (OTCs) during the rainy
seasons of 2013 and 2014. Crop canopy circumference
was higher (13.1–16.8 cm) under elevated CO 2 when
compared to ambient CO2 (10.3–13.1 cm) during
different rice phenological stages indicating the positive influence of elevated CO2. In addition, elevated
CO2 exhibited a positive effect on rice plants through
increase in tiller number (17.6%), reproductive tiller
*For correspondence. (e-mail: guruagri@gmail.com)
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